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Edinburgh University and l>erbyshire House, Manchester, both have 
i;cneral practitioner teaching units attached to the university to enable students 
t~) s_tudy both disease and health of people in their nom1al environment. 
< ,n'.1ckshan~, at St. l\fary's Hospital, London, instituted family visiting hy 
sc11101: m_cchcal . students followed by discussions at. which a paediatrician, 
p~yduatrist, ~p_1dcmiologist, alm~mer and nurse visitor we1·e also present. 
(,cneral pract1t1oners were not dll'ectly involved. 

At Quee~'s . Col\e~e, Dundee, however, a project was set up under 
Alexander Mair, m which students followed up a hospital patient and studied 
the socio-psychological picture. Patients were mostly 11n-warned and the 
student _had to make the approach . A twice weekly conference was held, with 
the_ patient's own general practitioner in a leading role. Mair himself was 
chamnan, others present being a hospital almoner, health visitor, social worker 
and the students. A circular to the 87 doctors in the city brought forth a good 
1·espon~e and th~ sc~eme ':as very popular with both student and general 
pracl\t10ner. Besides 1mpartmg an understanding of the social, diagnostic and 
~he~apeutic problems with ,~~ich ~ general practitioner is so fa~iliar, it gave 
,U) 1dca of the general prac11t1oner s approach to problems as aa-amst the con
S!!ltant's. In this case, one particular disease-rheumatoid" arthritis- was 
followed up and much valuahfo research data was obtained. (Reid, J. J. A., 
1958. Practitioner, 181, 65 . · 

The basic professional education recommended to those concerned in 
un?er~raduate education by the Royal College of Physicians is an admirable 
ob.1ect1vc. However, there are features of the course which can introduce the 
si 11dc~t to ~eneral p~acticc. The subject of public health, along with the 
week_ s practlcal work 1s a great help . The thesis could be organised more along 
the Imes of _the Dunde~ experiment, al_though there are features of the present 
sc~e~)c which arc satisfactory. For mstance, the student would benefit by 
wntmg the results of his investigation in thesis form as this experience will 
prove valuable later. It is the study of the socio-psychological background of 
patients in their own environment which is so useful. ' 

The Virginian scheme, apart from being un-practical in ·this country, 
doc~s not force the student to make the approach and inquiry himself. 

Out-patient and casualty training are valuable especially if only one or 
two students are present and they can take an active part in the proceedings. 
Varied vacation work gives an understanding of different classes of people and 
a tolerance of different philosophies. Medical jurisprudence points out a 
doctor's behaviour, responsibilities, and safeguards in modem society. 

The general practitioner week shows the student for the. first time just 
what kind of life general practice really entails. 

.. The le_cture~ in six~h year when given by speakers with experience and 
ab1hty to pm-pomt the unportant factors, are most interesting and instructive, 
especially when i.llustrated by actual patients or case histories. 

In . summing up I ?1ay say it is my opinion that it would be wrong to 
emphasise general practice too much before graduation. By all means make 
the s,t1;1dent awar~ of. the special approach and problems of the general 
practitioner and give him an idea of the type of life it offers, but the primary 
obje~t -of undergraduate m~dical educ~tion, as laid down by the College of 
Phys1cia~s s~1ould b~ the aim of n:iedic3:l education in this country. After 
grad11at10n 1s the time for more mtens1vc general practitioner training as 
poin1·ec\ out hy Craddock. 

I 
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Usef11l hospital work, overseas cxpcricnc(' and travel, assi-stancc ~ml 
guidance by the College of Physicians, medical jou_r1:als, e1 c. , and 3:pprentm·
ship and ndvicc from experienced. general 1~r':ct!l101:ers an' ~1ll 11np'.)rtanl. 
Lastly, but most important of all, m the trammg of a general pr;1rt111oner 
is experience of general practice itself. · 

If necessity is the mother of invC"ntinn, it must s1trt!ly he also the father 

of wisdom. 
R,f.,,-,,, a., 
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Cerebral Lesions from Electric Shock Treatme11t 

Ry I. M. ALLEN (Wellin.!!tnn ) 

It was shown in an earlier )a Jer 1951 that the use in electric shock treat
men o currents that were lig t and o short duration did not Jrevent I ll' 

ro uctwn of c 1an es 111 t 1e' ram ue to Jassa e of the r t. Ob~er-
vations included those ma e m expenmenta work on animals; patholog1cal 
examination of brains of patients who had died after treatment !rom con
ditions unrelated to it, those precipitated by it or the treatment 1t~elf ; and 
clinical examination of patients who had been treated. _Illustrat1ve cases 
were re orte and it was shown that enough <lama e was_ Jrodu _the 

ram to ·ve rise to neurolo 1cal var1at10ns; t e ama e m1 ht be revers1blr 
an these variations 1sappear in some cases· an t tllf' 
variat10ns continue in ot er cases. 

Now, the apparent freeing and even removal of li~~itations on ~he ~1se of 
the method the much wider use of it even for cc:,nd1uons for w)11ch 1l was 
formerly th~ught to be unjustified, the accu1nulat1on of o)_:>servat~ons on_ the 
effects of it on the brain, and the increasing frequency with wluch_ pauents 
appear with neurological _variations a~ter it make _it necessary to rev1ew t~esr 
observations and re·-examme the relation of electric shock treatment to !1·s1ons 

of the brain. 
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This study is based, therefore, on observations summarised in the earlier 
paper, others reported since then and those made during clinical study of 
l 8 patients after electric shock treatment. 

Experimental Observations 
E · on the brains of animals showed 

lrodu 

1s estrucuon o 
hages; and org es 
in nerve cells which are 1rrevers1 le. 

These observations have been confirmed. Ferraro and Roizin (1949) 
submitted 11 monkeys to daily convulsions, which varied in number from 32 
to 100 in individual cases; and found in every case neurocellular changes, 
which they thought might be reversible. Mancini ( 1950) , on the other hand, 
exposed 12 rabbits, with two controls, to one to ten consecutive shocks, killed 
the animals either immediately or 48 hours after the series, and found swelling 
of cell bodies which was sometimes acute near blood vessels, but changes in 
microglial cells only afte1· many shocks. 

Pat,holngical Observation.r 
Pathological ~>eamination of brains of patients who h· · · various 

car 

nerve cc s pro 11cec ot 1 r 1rcctly an as a result of the vascular changes and 
haemorrhages. 

These observations have been confirmed and others added to them. 
Marchand and Masson ( 1947) found recent capillary haemorrhages into the 
brain and meninges of a patient who died immediately after shock treatment. 
Riese ( 1948) reported increased . vascularisation and oedema of the brain on 
death 48 hours after the second shock treatment; and vascular dilatation and 
stasis in the brain, pericapillary haemorrhages, small areas of necrosis and 
degeneration of nerve cells on death 20 minutes after the second shock treat
ment. Sprague and Taylor ( 1948) found a haemorrhagic area in the brain 
of a patient who died two weeks after a series of six treatments; and Schulte 
and Dreyer ( 1950) extensive petechial haemorrhages in the brain of one in 
whom deep coma followed the fourth treatment. Nielsen (1950) described in 
lhc brain of a pa_tient who failed to recover consciousness after the fourth 
treatment and developed hyperthermia and convulsions "localised area5 of 
s11bcortical necrosis, and early neural degeneration and chromatolysis of the 
suhcortical region of the cerebral hemispheres and basal ganglia" . 
Scheidegger ( 1950) reported several forms of degeneration of brain tisstte 
observed after electric shock treatment in schizophrenics; and multiple small 
areas of softening in the cerebral cortex of a man 61 years old who had died 
from electric shock treatment. Halpern, Rozanski ·and Lihau (1952) found 
a haemorrhage occupying the whole of the left frontal lobe and thrombosis of 
the superior longitudinal sinus in a patient 45 years old who was not hyper
tensive, developed hemiplegia after the fourth shock treatment and died 
1t8 hours later. Corse\1is and Meyer ( 1954) demonstrated in the brains of 
two patients-one of whom had 140 shock treatments and died after the 
administration of curare, and the other had 45 shock treatments and died in 
the course of treatment- marginal gliosis in the cerebral cortex of the hemis
pheres and a moderate degree of diffuse or perivascufar proliferation of 
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astrocytes in the white matter. Madow ( 1956) described a massive i1;tra
~entricular haemorrhage in one patient and petec~ial hae1!1on-hage~ ~specrnll)'. 
in the grey matter around the aqued1:1ct of Sylvms and m the b1 amstr. m ol 
three others who had died from electric shock treatment . 

Electroencephalographic Observations 

Alema Brizzi and Sinisi ( 1951) defined the changes. in the . ckcl 1n

encephalogram after electric shock treatme?t, and I1:falec1 and Scher~~;a 
(1951) described slow delta waves in the tracmg . . Chus1d and Pacella (}9.,~ l . 
reviewed the literature and concluded that the chief c~ange was a slo,~ mg ol 
rhythm, generally over the. anterior parts of the bram, and the degree., of 
abnormality was in proportion to the number and frequ ency ?f. trcatmc!1ls 
· s· y er and Bowman (1953 ) reported the vanat10ns whwh given. 1mon, eag • Tl ·l ' ·L . 

d J d · 50 patients during treatment by electronarcos1s. . 1e c 1.c 1n-
e!::p~Jog:m had been normal in 28 patients and mildly slow m 2.2 pat ien ts 
before the treatment. Dysrhythmic variations appeared . as. the treat_mc-n~ 
continued, then high amplitude slow waves on hyperventilation and ima ll ) 

slow waves under ordinary conditions. 
The si ificance of these variations in relation to _the snbj_ect under co1_1-

sideration rs that they were those commonly found with physical changB~ m 
the cerebral cortex. So, it is not surprising that Kohler, M eyer a.n_<l "_rn· 
din er ( 1954) found in the electroencephalogram an~ rneumoenceph,•d~i,.,1 a!11 

"dg f d.,,. erebra.l lesions which could 1)rec1p1tatc spontaneous eptl-cvl ence o 1nuse c 
eptic symptoms in the individual with a latent trend . 

Clinical Observations 
Clinical examination of patients after electric shoe~ treatment showi·d th:1t 

it had produced neurological variations, some of :,vh1ch "':'ere temporary and 
ent Further observations reported m the literature have con· some perman . 

firmed this and added some new features. . 
Stie er Williams and Duncan (1951 ) made a special stud~ w1th l:on::nls 

of amn~si~ in 12 paranoid schizophrenics who had had elect_nc shocl,_ ti cati 
ment found that personal memories were affected _more than 1mpe~sonal, .: nc 
show~d that amnesia for remote personal memones was greater m pati~n ts 

ho had failed to benefit. Juba (1948) described disturbances of cortical 
wf : • d' ted by visual or spatial agnosia or by Gerstm.ann's synd ron~e, 
unction, m 1ca , fi · l had had seri es 

after electric shock treatment; and, m ve patients w 1? . . ··, 
of from two to five treatments ?~lyJ fea!ure~ of focal chstur?ance~ m 1:1'.t. 
cerebral cortex: of the 1)arie!o-o_cctp1t~l reg10n ~n the form of vd~ual -~ ecep t1 ~f 
aphasia, tactile agnosia, d1sonentat1on for_ nght a~d left, istur a;:e. I ·1 

constructive di·awing and associated expre~s1ve aphasia. Gareb and ·. a
1g.

1
: . 

1953) reJorted a similar effect in a patient who developed a~alc11h~1 _aft~.1 

sh
( k I d had to be re-educated by the develop11wn t of cond1t10n<. d oc treatment an . - , 
responses. . . . _ . .. . 

Kaldeck (1948) had ah·eady descnbed henupleg1a of s~v~1a l days ~I\IM:011 
· h sically normal youn•" woman, and referred to a m:11lar case 111 wh1_<l 1 
~~e:/w~s hemiplegia for 20~inutes in an elderly patient_, m each c~se hegm
nin immediately after electric shock treatn:ient. P_olo!'u ( 19~9 _)_ 1_eporte~l _a 
· ~l ff ct in two patients wi th some arter10sclrros1s; 111 the firs t r_1ght h1.rn ~-

SIJ11t _ar fe ehalf an hour after each treatment ; and in the second n g~1t hcn11-. 
pleg!a oh. I d elo 1ed one day after the fourth treatment and pe1·s1sted f~1 
plegta w tcF1. elvl lJ t ( 1952) described a patient who developed e11phor1 a . 
24 hours. ma Y, .-.os an : · \ I · ft ,j , •t -' • ~hnrk 
difficulty in standing erect, dysarthria 11nrl pyramtc n s,gns a <'r c I

t 1" . 
treatmrnt ancl rccovl'n, cl completely. 
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In _confirmation of the warning by Kohler, Meyer and Blendinger ( 195,~) 
Lhat cl1lfose cerebral lesions demonstrated in the electroencephalogram and 
pne1_1m~?cephal?gram could precipitate spontaneous epileptic symptoms in 
the md1v1dual with a latent trend, there have betn n:ports of cases in which 
t?a~ actually occ11~1·ed. Fattovich ( 1948), who had already published three 
simllar cases, described the case of a patient who developed and continued to 
have spontaneous fits after a series of 25 electric shock treatments. Delgado 
(1~51) reported the development of spontaneous epileptic fits in 12 of 7CJ-! 
patients who had had electric shock treatment and shown some predisposition 
f-o st!ch symptoms. Ruggeri and Somazzi ( 1955), on the other hand, 
dcscnbe~ the ?evelopmenl of spontaneous epileptic fits in 13 cases of schizo
phrenia m wluch there had been no clinical indications befo1·e the trcatmPnt: 
and BlumcJ?thal ( 19_55) that _of spontaneous epilepsy in 12 patients who had 
not had epilepsy before and 111 four of which the electroencephalogram had 
been normal. The patients in the last se~rics had been given an unusually large 
number of shock treat111l:!nts, from J 1 to 192 with an averag·e of 7 I. With 
change_s demonstrated in the brain in various ways after ,·lectric shock treat
ment, II was 1·:vident that it was the permanent damage to the brain, as with 
that du~ to oth_er causes, and not the history of having had artificially incl11c,~d 
conv11ls1ons which was responsible for the appl'arnncP 0f spont:111co11s epileptic 
symptoms after the treatment in these: cases. 

Personal Obscn•ations 

Personal observations were made on 18 cases m which electric shock 
treatment had been use an t 1ere was evidence o eswns of the brain. T 1is 
series represented only a small Proportion of the cases in wbicb this fonn of 
tr" · rnst have been used and rohabl\' of those '. in which there may 
have been lesions of the brain. 

The patic.•11t had been cxmuined al variou~ times before the treatnw11L 
in . eight cases and found lo hm·c no evidence of lesions of the brain; and it was 
evident from tlw historr_ of the p_atient and frnm examination by others that 
tlicre had been no previous physical condition of the brain in the other 10 
cases. The patient was exami1wd in detail personally on one or more occasions 
after the; treatment in all 18 cases. · 

The ti111c that had elapsed from tlic encl of the treatment to the first 
observations on the patient varied considerably, from six weeks at one extreme 
to IO years at the other. Ft- was three months or less in stvcn cases; between 
three and six months in three cases; between six months and one vear in two 
cases; between 01w and tw? years in three cases; and over two years in three 
~ases. ft ~vas long en~ugh m l I cases for thr. effects of any reversible changes 
m the bram to have d1sappea1·ed, and at the later examinations in tlw remain
ing seven cases for these dfecr-s to have subsided. 

The orig_inal condition for which shock trcatwent had been used, though 
not ach-1sed m the cases seen shortly before it, also varied considerably. It was 
a11tonornot1s def'.ression in ~ix cases, in live of which there had been previous 
phase~ from wl:1ch the patient had recovered spontaneously within a reason
able tm1<:,. and lll one there had been no previous phase and the duration of 
tht cond1t1on before the treatment had been very short. It was a chronic 
anxietr state in ~hich v~riou~ though not severe phases of depression had 
superv~nccl from t_unc. to time m seven cases, and a more clearly defined phase 
of anxie!y depression. m one case. It was an anxiety state with obsessive and 
co111pul_s1ve fe?tures 111 one case: and a pattern of one or more phases of 
deprcss1m1 wh1d1 were not sever!' :md covered a schizophrenic i-rcnd in fonr 
cases. .. 

i 
i ,. 
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The number of treatment"s given had been small in comparison with thu.t 
in cases reported by Blumenthal (1955) and others. It had been less t~an 
five in two cases· between five and ten in four cases; and an average of eight 
in seven cases. It was ten or more in three cases, in two of which it had heen 
fifteen. There had been two courses of treatment in two cases: in the first 
two series of twelve each; and in the second a first series of eight and a serond 
series of five. 

The clinical effects in relation to the central nervous system we1·e both 
recent and late. As, however, no patient was examined within six ,,,,·eeks of 
the end of the treatment, this summary of them is concerned chiefly with the 
latter. 

What appeared to be more general effects which had been ap1~an:nt from 
the time of the treatment were still present in five cases and sometimes severe. 
They included defect of memory for events ?f six months before the treat111('n t, 
which was being restored gradually by bmlchng up associatmns; slowni-,ss_ m 
understanding and carrying out instrnctions; failure in tests involving attentwn 
and recent memory; occasional expressive aphasia; and, in a more severe case, 
ill-sustained attention sevete defect of memory for recent events and for 
those of a long time b~fore the treatment, and disturbance of time relations in 
rq~ard to the latter. . . _ 

There was a grasp response with or without tonic mnervallon on tl_1e nght 
side in sixteen cases, and on the left. side in five cases. Some features of 111volv<"
ment of upper motor paths were found on the right side in fom cases, and _nn 
tlw left side in four cases. The~e variations were often present on one mlc 
only even in cases with more general effects, but were found on both sides . in 
some cases. They indicated t.he presence of lesions especially of the antenor 
part of the cerebral hemispheres. 

The results of treatment of the condition for which it had been given wt:n: 
often unsatisfactory. The acute condition had subsided but lesions of the brain 
were left in two cases. Depression had subsided. as it had done before 
spontaneously, but a schizophrenic patt~rn remained i1~ one c~se. The more· 
florid symptoms were less but the basic pattern persisted with_ the patient 
inadequate in all respects, even in cases of aut~momous clc1?resswn m w!1.1cl1 
there had been spontaneous recovery from previous phases,_ m l O C"ases. 1 his 
result was also noted in patients with aut<?nom~us depress~on who had been 
so treated and had no unequivocal physical .signs of leswns of the hrarn . 
The condition of the patient was unchanged i_n three_ cases; a1~d aggrn vat:.:d 
in three cases. In one of the latter, depress1011 which hac.l formerly. bc1·11 

intermittent and in relatively short phases became const~nt ancl contmw:cl 
for two years; in one there was deterioration with lt·s1ons of _the bra1_n 
and a schizophrenic state ; and in one there was a severe degree ot neuro1~K 
Cle..,.eneration affeetino· the cerebral cortex and deeper parts of the bra111 , 

b . b l . 
apparently progressive and followed by the death of t 1e patient._ 

The last case, Case 1 :> of this seric~, ,liowcd many of tlw dl eels that arc 
summarised above. 

Ccut Repor t 
The patient, female, age 53 years, ':"as rcfcr!·e,1 with a history of s;•mpl'.m1s 

for eighteen months. From bemg bnght, active and sociable, she rap1clly 
lost interest, became languid and jittery, and felt that she cou~d not do cllher 
her office or her domestic work. Her symptOl1(S from that _time w_cre: pour 
memory and attention; worry attached to everythmg; gloom "'.1th at_t,mes m_on• 
definite depression, desire to weep and son1etnne~ weeping with rehe_f; anx1_ety 
attached to being unable to do her work; a _heaviness_ of the head with :~chmg 
and stabs of pain in the back of it; an ot;cas1onal feel_mg· that she was g0111g to 
fall; lack of desire for romp any; trembling of the ltrnbs; lack of <·uergi• and 
slow1wss ·of the bowel. 
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E"arnination showed 1hc, following: a well-defined pyknic type; dryness 
of the hair: tremor of the eyelids on gentle closing; lagging of the upper eyelids 
belund lhc cyrballs on downward deviation of the latter; restless and uncertain 
mov~ments of the eyeballs; in the rctinac, distension of a vein distal to the 
n:oss,mg by an_ artery, angulation of a vein before and after a crossin, and 
kinking of a vem at a 7rossing with systole of the artery; stiffness and limitation 
of voluntary and emotional movements of the face with a tonic tremor· tremor 
of the extended fingers; tension of the brachia! arteries; a pulse rate of 100; a 
l'.Joud pressure o~ 18~ mm. systolic ~nd 95 mm. diastolic; alternation of contrac
t1or:i and rel_axat1on m movements against l'Csistance at the knees and ankles; 
~ct1ve ~n~e Jerks! the plantar reflexes only slightly in flexion; and other findinfl's 
Ill det·;ul m relation to the central nervous system nor111al. 

The patient. was thc11 _ iu a phase of autonomous depression of only 
moderate deg.me accompanied by slowing of functions some conversion 
syniptor~s and effects, and occasional anxiety, and had no ev'idcnce of structural 
dlimgt: in the brain. Treatment by othcl' than <:onservativc rneasures did not 
,1ppcar to be indicated. 

. She was_ referred again lhi-ee years later, when her history during the 
rnterval, a~ given by her husband, was as follows , She remained in her former 
•:ale for mne months, then rccove1·ed and was >tblc to travel for some months. 
She developed symptoms again some time after she returned home, and was 
lreated later away from her own town with a series of fifteen electric: shock 
treatments, Her_ husband was startled at the deterioration in her afte1· the 
treatment and said that, cl111"ing the eight .. en months since then, she had been 
worse than she had been uefore, donf' no more than potter about the house and 
!f; mlcn, and ne~ded constant help in the. home. She got lost in her own house 
uccded help with dressing and undressing, and had 110 idea of what time 

0
; 

1:•h;,t d:iy It was. The palie,11. herself s:iid that she had no confidence · did 
h1tle.; could noL concentrate or remember ; r.oukl not retain what she h~ard • 
warned about her inability lo do things and got depressed· could not speak 
pro1?erly, often used wrong- words, got muddled and forgot what she was 
l,ilktng about; could not dress or undress herself; could not write; walked 
slowly. had to loo~ at' the ground as she did so an<l sometimes fell; nnd had to 
support herself with her hands when rising from a chair. 

. Examination showed the following. When invited to sit down in a chair 
winch was on her left, she moved as if to sit down where there was no chair . 
She rose from the sitting position by supporting herself with her hands on the 
:,rms of the chair. She then stood still with some flexion of the neck trunk 
and thig~s, and ~exion of the left arm more than of the right. She ~valked 
slowly, did not swmg the arms and took short steps without lifting the feet from 
the floo_r. Told to turn and walk back the way she had come, she turned 
lo the right through_ about 45 degrees and remained standing in that position. 
She beS'an and carried _out ~lowly moveme_nts of the neck. On single passive 
movements there was shgh t mcrease of re.~utance in muscles of the neck· and 
0_n. r~peate~ passiv~ or active movements this resistance increased steadily to 
'.·1g1d1ty which s~bs1de_d only_ on cesgation ?~ the movements. The palpebral 
,,pertures were wide with at times sudden ra1S1ng of the upper eyelids. She kept 
~er gaze fix_cd on what was before her without blinking, and could not detach 
it and look m any other direct)on_ at command. When, however, a plane surface 
w.1s placccl hcfo:c her eyes within the focal distance, she closed the eyelids or 
sl!e w~ placed m a dark room, she could move her eyeballs and look in any 
clu·ection at coi:nmand provided !hat she did not huvc the opportunity of fixing 
~aze on. an obJect before she tticd to do so. She recognised a moving object 
tn the right or the left temporal fields but failed to recognise either of them 
wh_en bolh Wet'e '!love~ at the same time. On being aaked to point to a moving 
obiec_t she recognised m the left temporal field, sht pointed straight ahead or to 
her r_tght. Voluntary movements of the face were stiffer and more limited than 
emol.1onal movements. She responded, during examination of sensory functions 
on the _face, to only the first of a series of stimuli. She produced word 
sounds m the same ~one,_ sometimes said only two or three words and then 
stopped. Other findmgs m the cranial nerve territory were normal. 

Tole! t~ extend t'he upper limbs palms upward bdore her, she µ1·escnted the 
left . uppet' hmb pa1·tly flexed at the elbow, the right fully extended and both 
rlevia!ed to the right o_f the middle lin_e. Both o_f them then strayed steadily to 
the _ ngh~ and, on bcmg replaced. did so agam. There appeared at times 
hcs!lant Jr.rks of the upper limbs in the line of gr~,·it)' . Resistance to passive 
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movements was increased in all directions at both shoulders, and in the flexors 
of the left elbow. Told to touch the nose with the right or left index, she failed 
to do so; but on either the right or the left hand. being touched, she did so 
with that one, though inaccurately with the left. The tend?~ refl_exes of. the 
upper limbs were abrupt and active. A grasp r~sponse was ehc1ted m the nght 
thumb and index. She responded to a single stimulus, touch of cotton wool or 
prick of a pin, on either the right or the left upper limb alone; b~t only to that 
on the right when stimuli were applied to both at the same time._ Asked to 
indicate the site of stimulation, she said and indicated: arm for right hand; 
breast for right arm; left arm for left breast; and hand for left arm . Other 
findings in the upper limbs were normal. The pulse rate was 80; and the blood 
pressure was 160 mm. systQ\ic and I 00 mm, diastolic. 

In the lower limbs there was increase of resistance to single passive 
movements in all directio;,s at both hips ; tonic innervation was elicited at both 
ankles; there was a grasp response in the toes of both _feet;. and th~ tendon 
reflexes were active. She recognised a single touch or_ pm pnck ,on e1ther !he 
right or the left lower limb alone · but only that on the nght when 11 was applied 
to both at the same time. She' localised the stimulus more proximally on. the 
right side and more distally on the left side, saying and indicating : leg for r!ght 
foot ; thigh for right leg; leg for left thigh; and foot for left leg. Other find111 gs 
in the lower limbs were normal. 

Given a pair of gloves, one on each knee, and asked to put th em on, she 
put on the right glove helping it in an uncertain way with the left h and, stopper! 
and failed to continue. Though looking towards the left glove on her left knee, 
she seemed not to register its presence. When it was touched and she was 
asked to put it on, she moved the left hand aimlessly until i_t ca~e into conta ct 
with the glove, picked it up with the left hand, handled 1t w1~h both hanrls, 
failed to put it on and asked whether she should take off the right glove first. 

She died five months later at a considerable distance , and no autopsy was 
obtained. 

In this case, there had been at ~he time of her first attendance a depressive 
phase of moderate degree for eighteen months ; there was no evidence of 
structural change in the brain; the condition subsided nine months later ; and 
it recurred after an interval. There followed eighteen months before her 
second attendance a series of fifteen electric shock treatments, after which h e r 
condition deteriorated considerably. On examination the following variations 
were found: occasional expressive aphasia; exaggera~ion of ~xation of gaze; 
tonic innervation and grasp responses on both sides; um lateral sensory 
inattention to the left for tactile and painful stimuli; lack of recognition of her 
left side and probably of space to her !eft; a ~ross shift of ~ocalis~tion of stimuli 
proximally and then towards the middle lme _on the nght side, a.n? _away 
from the middle line and distally on the left side; and muscular ng1d1ty of 
the extrapyramidal type in character and distribution . _They in?icated tl~e 
presence of lesions throughout the cerebral cortex on both sides and m the brain 
down to the level of the substantia nigra. These followed a long course 
of electric shock treatment, appeared in a patient who had n_o evidence of 
structural change in the brain before, may have been progressive, and w e r e 
followed by the death of the patient. 

Discussion 

The observations recorded in this paper left no doubt about the conclusions 
to be drawn from them and call for little comment. Their clinical implications 
demand, however, the most careful consideration. 
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be more severe and more liable to be irreversible with increase in the number 
and frequency of treatments, but showed at the same time that they could 
appear and be irreversible after very few treatments. 

The observations on changes in the brain of animals after electric shock 
treatment added little to those summarised in the previous paper ( 1951) . 
Those made on the pathological and histological examination of brains of 
patients who had died from various causes during and after the treatment 
confirmed the occurrence of changes, some · of which might have been 
reversible but many of which were irreversible, in the brain after electric 
shock treatme11t; and directed attention to other complications, usually vascular 
in origin, which might appear. The changes reported in the electroencephalo-. 
gram during and after treatment were those usually found with physical 
changes in the cerebral cortex and supported the conclusion that changes were 
produced in the cerebral cortex by passage of the current. The various 
physical signs and disturbances of function following electric shock treatment, 
reported in the literature and found in the cases on which this paper is based, 
left no doubt that definite neurological variations, which could be found on 
detailed examination and many of which were irreversible, were left after 
electric shock treatment. They also showed that damage to the brain was not 
necessarily limited to the anterior part of the cerebral hemispheres; it might 
involve the posterior part of the hemispheres and produce disturbances of 
function which were not so readily appreciated during the few weeks after 
the treatment ended; it might be widespread throughout the cerebral cortex 
and produce specific variations such as those included in Gerstmann's syndrome 
with or without physical signs of involvement of the fronto-parietal areas; and 
it might affect grey matter at a level deeper than that of the cerebral cortex. 
The presence of these neurological variations was associated with relative 
lack of success in the treatment of the condition for which the method was 
used, even when it was one which had subsided spontaneously on former 
occasions. It could, as shown in some reports, have provided an additional 
factor, as in the case of lesions of the brain from any cause, leading to the 
appearance of spontaneous epileptic symptoms in an individual with a latent 
trend and formerly free of them. The physical changes in the brain appeared, 
though it could not be finally proven, to have become progressive in Case 15. 

Summary and Conclusions 
Observations made in the course of experimental study, and in pathological 

examination of brains, electroencephalograms of patients and clinical examin
ation of patients after electric shock treatment are reviewed. 

These observations showed that <lama e to the brain sometimes rever
sible but often irreversi e, occurre m t e course of electric shock treatment. 

Observations on eighteen patients who had evidence of lesions of the brain 
after electric shock treatment are reported. 

The frequency of damage to the brain from electric shock treatment is not 
known; but it is probable that some damage, which may be reversible but is 
often irreversible, is inseparable from this form of treatment. 

The clinical implications of the association of irreversible changes in the 
brain with electric shock treatment demand more serious consideration. 
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Muscle Spasms due to Perphenazine (Trilafon) 

By 0. L. DINE AND P. FLEISCHL (Napier) 

131. 

Perphenazine (Trilafon-Schering) is a new phenothia7:ine derivat~ve 
which would appear to have some_ advantages _over chlorpromazme (Largact1I) 
in that jaundice, severe hypotens1on and toxic effects on bone marr~w have 
not yet been reported. Used in comparable dos_age to chlorpr~mazu~e~ ~he 
side effects of perphenazine on motor tone, producmg extra-py:am1dal rigidity, 
occur more frequently, as also involuntary muscle spasms which are enco1;1n
tered only very rarely with chlorpromazine. Thes~ e!'.f ects may be ~l~rmmg 
to patient and physician alike and their importance hes m early recogmtwn. 

Case Report 

M. D. a 24-year-old married woman presenterl in t~e fourth week of her 
first pregnancy with hyperemesis gravidarum. All food 1:1gested was returned 

d nausea was continuous. Dimenhydrinatc (Dramamm_c) 50 mgm . twtc:c 
~:ily was administered for one week without any beneficial cff:- ct. After a 
lapse of a further two days perphenazine "'.as commenced. An mtramusc~\ar 
injection of S mgm. was given in the m_ommg followed _by one 4 mgm. t ~ . e t 
taken at noon, at night and in the mornmg of the followmg day. No vomitmg 
occurred during treatment and relief of the nausea was complete, 

About noon of the second day after a _total _dose of _17 mgrr:i. had been 
given the patient complained of an increasing ttll'htness m the iaw muscles 

h·ch was at first relieved by opening the mouth widely but la ter progressed to 
:o~plete trismus. The spasm was accompan ied by pain in the masseter muscles . 
Swallowing was not affected and control of the tongue was normal. Tht'r_c 
were no other abnormal features . Intermitten~ spasm of th~ muscles of m~5li
cation was observed particularly on t!1e left s_1de. The p ~t~en t was ale r t ~nd 
apprehensive throughout the whole episode which la,tec\ fo1 stx !,ours. Reco, ery 
occurred soon after the administration of 3 gr. of sodium amytal. 
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